Abstract-Consider a Bernoulli-Gaussian complex n-vector whose components are XiBi, with Bi ∼Bernoulli-q and Xi ∼ CN (0, σ 2 ), iid across i and mutually independent. This random q-sparse vector is multiplied by a random matrix U, and a randomly chosen subset of the components of average size np, p ∈ [0, 1], of the resulting vector is then observed in additive Gaussian noise. We extend the scope of conventional noisy compressive sampling models where U is typically the identity or a matrix with iid components, to allow U that satisfies a certain freeness condition, which encompasses Haar matrices and other unitarily invariant matrices. We use the replica method and the decoupling principle of Guo and Verdú, as well as a number of information theoretic bounds, to study the input-output mutual information and the support recovery error rate as n → ∞.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Model Setup
Consider the n-dimensional complex-valued observation model:
where:
• X = diag(x), and x is an iid complex Gaussian n-vector with components X i ∼ CN (0, σ 2 );
• b is an iid n-vector with components B i ∼Bernoulli-q, i.e., P[B i = 1] = q = 1 − P[B i = 0]; • A is an n × n diagonal matrix with iid diagonal elements A i ∼Bernoulli-p, i.e., P[A i = 1] = p = 1 − P[A i = 0]; • U is an n × n random matrix such that
is free from any deterministic Hermitian matrix (see [1] and references therein).
• z is an iid complex Gaussian vector with components Z i ∼ CN (0, 1); • A, U, X, b and z are mutually independent. The non-zero elements of b define the support of the Bernoulli-Gaussian vector v = Xb, which is sparse with "sparsity" (average fraction of non-zero elements) equal to q. The non-zero diagonal elements of A define the components of the product UXb for which a noisy observation is actually provided. The "sampling rate" (average fraction of observed components) is equal to p. The sensing matrix AU is known to the signal processor the goal of which, in this paper, is to detect the support of v, i.e., to find the position of the non-zero components of b. For later use, we also define B = diag(b), such that v can be written equivalently as Bx. When U consists of iid coefficients, (1) is the standard compressive sensing model [2] , [3] in which the sensing space and the signal space are incoherent. Our more general setup, which, for example, encompasses Haar-distributed U, retains that desirable property.
B. Overview
In this paper, we examine the mutual information I(b; y|A, U) of (1), referred to in the following as the inputoutput mutual information, and use it to analyze the support recovery given y and A, U. Denoting the recovered support by b = ( B 1 , . . . , B n ) T , with B i ∈ {0, 1}, the objective is to minimize the support recovery error rate, defined by
where the expectation is with respect to A, U, X, b, and z. We refer to the performance criterion in (3) as support estimation Hamming distortion.
The information theoretic analysis of the fundamental limits of exact support recovery (one misclassified component is equivalent to many) was initiated in [4] , which gave a lower bound on the number of required observations by drawing a parallel with reliable information transmission through a Gaussian channel. Fano's inequality was then used in [5] to bound the probability of exact support recovery, This requires imposing a lower bound on the magnitude of the nonzero coefficients of the sparse vector v = Xb, and assumes that the cardinality of the support is known. Such assumptions are not needed in our case since the performance metric (3) allows for partial recovery under the Hamming distortion (see also [6] ). An information-theoretic approach to finding bounds on the sampling rate required for recovery of the sparse signal under various performance metrics is given in [7] .
We provide both bounds and exact expressions for the input-output mutual information rate, as well as bounds and an expression for the optimal support estimation Hamming distortion. Our exact expressions (as opposed to bounds) rely on replica-method techniques, previously applied in various problems involving iid matrices, e.g. [8] , [10] , [9] , [11] . Of particular relevance to our work is the decoupling principle, pioneered in [8] in the setting of iid matrices. Unitarily invariant sensor matrices have also been addressed in [12] , with focus on noiseless L p reconstructions of the signal, rather than the estimation of its support. The recent work in [13] gives results for iid Gaussian sensor matrices, based on the analysis of a message passing algorithm rather than the replica method. A full rigorization of the decoupling principle for compressive sensing applications with iid U has been recently announced in [14] .
Section II states the main results on the input-output mutual information. Upper bounds on the mutual information are developed in Section III. Section IV extends the decoupling principle [8] to the model in (1) and provides the analysis of the optimal symbol-by-symbol MAP estimator for the support. Proofs and technical details are omitted because of space limitation, and can be found in [15] .
II. MAIN RESULTS
Our main results concern the mutual information rate
where
and right-most equality in 4) follows from
using the fact that, from model (1), I(x, b; y|A, U) = I(Xb; y|A, U) = I(v; y|A, U).
A. Error rate lower bound via mutual information
We can bound the minimal support estimation Hamming distortion D(p, q, σ 2 ) defined in (3) in terms of I using the following simple result.
where the infimum is over all
Since R(d) is a monotonically decreasing function, (9) gives an information theoretic lower bound on the non-informationtheoretic quantity inf E[d(X, X)]. In our case, using the ratedistortion function of a Bernoulli-q source with Hamming distortion, given by
denotes the binary entropy function and where we assume q ≤ 1 2 (notice that I ≤ h(q) by definition (4)).
B. Mutual information rate I 1 via replica method
For any (X, Y ) ∼ P XY , we denote the minimum meansquare error for estimating X from Y as
With this definition, we have:
, and Z ∼ CN (0, 1), and define V 0 = B 0 X 0 . Let R R (·) denote the R-transform [1] of the random matrix R defined in (2) . Then,
where η and χ are the non-negative solutions of the system of equations:
C. Mutual information rate I 2 via freeness Theorem 3 Let V R (·) and η R (·) denote the Shannon transform and η-transform [1] of R defined in (2). Then,
where α, ν are the unique non-negative solutions of the system of equations
D. Special Cases 1) U is an iid random matrix: Assuming U with iid entries with mean zero and variance 1 n , we can replace AU with √ pH, where H is np × n iid elements with mean zero and variance 1/(np). This reduces I 1 to the case studied in [8] , with scaled Bernoulli-Gaussian input √ pv.
The R-transform of of R = H † H in Theorem 2 is given by:
The fixed point equations (13a) and (13b) reduce to
and (12) takes on the form
(18) which coincides with the form found in [8] . Furthermore, I 2 can be immediately calculated by noticing that y = √ pHBx+ z, after eliminating the zero columns of the product HB, is asymptotically equivalent to y = √ p H x + z, where H has dimension np × nq, iid elements with mean zero and variance 1/(np), and x is an iid nq-vector with elements ∼ CN (0, σ 2 ). Then, I 2 takes on the well-known form [1] of the Shannon transform of the Marčenko-Pastur law, scaled by p (since in the definition of I 2 we normalize by n):
with
2) U is Haar-distributed: If U is uniformly distributed on the manifold of n × n unitary matrices, the eigenvalue distribution of R coincides with that of AA † = A, so that |R| 2 ∼Bernoulli-q, and
This allows for an easy calculation of (12) with the corresponding fixed point equations (13a) and (13b). Furthermore, the following closed-form expression holds [16] I 2 = q log 1 +pσ
and
3) A = I, unitary U: In this case, R = U † A † AU = I and R R (z) = 1. Hence, (13a) and (13b) become
Since A = I implies p = 1, (22) yieldsp = 1 and (recalling (21))
where (28) follows from the fact, in the single-letter model
in Theorem 2. In fact, in this case, I = 1 n I(B; y|A = I, U) for all n, not only in the limit of n → ∞.
III. UPPER BOUNDS ON THE MUTUAL INFORMATION RATE
As a direct consequence of the data processing theorem, we can bound the mutual information rate in the special case in which U is unitary, by
which holds with equality for A = I (see (29)).
In the general case, we have the following upper bounds Theorem 4
where Z and V 0 are as defined in Theorem 2, and where |R| 2 is a random variable distributed as the limiting eigenvalues distribution of of R.
The Gaussian relative entropy upper bound resulting in (31) (see [15] ) leads to a high-SNR regime given by p log σ 2 . We know from [16] that the high-SNR regime of the term I 2 behaves like min{p, q} log σ 2 . Hence, for p > q (i.e., the rank of the sensing matrix is larger than the sparsity of the support), the bound grows with SNR like (p−q) log σ 2 , while for p < q the bound has a zero pre-log factor. It follows that for high SNR (large σ 2 ) the bound (31) grows unbounded for q < p, while it converges to a finite value for q > p.
Regarding (30), the term I(V 0 ; V 0 +Z) behaves at high SNR like q log σ 2 . Therefore, the right side of (30) converges to a finite value (independent of p and generally dependent on q), for large σ 2 . Finally, the term I(V 0 ; E [|R|] V 0 + Z) also behaves like q log σ 2 for high SNR. Therefore, the bound (32) has zero pre-log factor and converges to a finite value for q < p and grows like (q − p) log σ 2 for q > p. We proceed to compare the mutual information rate I obtained for Haar-distributed U in Section II-D2, with the bounds (31) and (32), which particularized to that case, become
wherep is given in (22). Information (bits) versus p is shown in Figures 1-2 , I is the lower curve; (33) is denoted by circles; (34) is denoted by the dashed-dotted line; and (30) (which does not depend on p) is denoted by a solid horizontal line. IV. DECOUPLING PRINCIPLE By virtue of the decoupling principle introduced in the iidmatrix case by Guo and Verdú [7] , the mutual information between each input coordinate and the output of a generic processor converges (as the dimension grows) to the inputoutput mutual information of a scalar Gaussian channel with the same input. Thus, the random transformation between the inputs and the processor outputs (input estimates) behaves in the large-system limit, as a bank of parallel scalar independent Gaussian channels with identical signal-to-noise ratios (determined by the specific signal processor). In this section, we apply the decoupling principle to the more general setting considered in this paper, whose validity is justified in [16] .
Each of the decoupled scalar Gaussian channels with re-
• the distribution of B (independent of X 0 and Z) is chosen depending on the signal processor to be analyzed; •Ṙ R (·) denotes the first derivative of R R (·);
If the solution to (40) - (41) is not unique, then we choose the solution that minimizes the free energy (evaluated in nats):
As an application of this decoupling principle, we can determine the minimum achievable D(p, q, σ 2 ) by particularizing the above formulas for the matched MAP estimator of B i given y, A, U, operating according to the MAP symbol-by-symbol decision rule
We summarize a few useful observations on the MAP symbolby-symbol decision rule:
1) By letting γ = 1 B Bernoulli-q, (40)-(41) yield χ = δ and η = ξ, which are the solution to the following fixedpoint equations:
2) The MAP detector can be analyzed by using the scalar channel (39) to compute IV. DECOUPLING PRINCIPLE By virtue of the decoupling principle introduced in the iid-matrix case by Guo and Verdú [8] , the marginal joint distribution of each input coordinate and the output of a generic estimator converges (as the dimension grows) to a fixed input-output joint distribution that can be seen as induced by a "decoupled" (i.e., scalar) Gaussian channel with the same input. In this section, we apply the decoupling principle to the more general setting considered in this paper, whose validity is justified in [15] . Consider the observation model (1). Let 
Formally, b(y, A, U) is the conditional mean of b with respect to the postulated joint distribution induced by (35) and q B (·). If γ = 1 and q B (·) is Bernoulli-q, then (37) coincides with the (non-linear) MMSE estimator. However, considering general γ and q B (·) allows to study a whole family of estimators through the same unified framework [10] , [8] .
For the purpose of analysis, it is convenient to define the conditional distribution of y given A, B, is induced by (1), by letting b 0 ∼ p B0 (·), Bernoulli-q, and defining the conditional Gaussian distribution
The decoupling principle can be stated as follows. Let given A, U. Then, in the limit of n → ∞, under the assumption that the replica-symmetric analysis holds (see [15] ), the joint distribution of (B 0i , B i , B i ) converges to the joint distribution of the triple (B 0 , B, B) induced by
with B = b bq B|Y ;ξ (b|y), where p B0 (·) is the original Bernoulli-q distribution, where we define
where X 0 and X are iid ∼ p X (·), we let V = XB and V 0 = X 0 B 0 , and where the parameters η and ξ are obtained by solving the system of fixed-point equations
All expectations in (47) -(50) are with respect to the joint
where p V0 (·) is the Bernoulli-Gaussian induced by V 0 = X 0 B 0 , p Y |V0;η (y|v 0 ) is given in (42) and where
with q Y |V ;ξ (y|v) given in (44) and where q V (·) is induced by V = XB.
If the solution to (47) - (50) is not unique, then we choose the solution that minimizes the "free energy" (evaluated in nats):
As an application of this decoupling principle, we can determine the minimum achievable D(p, q, σ
2 ) by particularizing the above formulas for the MAP estimator of B i given y, A, U, operating according to the optimal decision rule 
The detector yields B map (y) = 1, regardless of the value of y ∈ C, if q > Otherwise,
obtained from the fact that, conditioned on B 0 = 0 (resp. B 0 = 1), |Y | 2 in (55) is central χ-squared with two degrees of freedom with mean η −1 (resp. σ 2 + η −1 ) .
